A message from the Director
In just over 8 weeks your children have turned a quiet, lonely and very empty building into
a bustling, energetic and incredible place to come to work each day.
For the staff who took a leap of faith, left their comfort zone and came with me from
Adventures at West Pennant Hills, I know they left behind some beautiful relationships
(both the children they worked with and the colleagues they respected) but Rochelle, Kayla,
Tessa, Nikki and Katrina never wavered in their support during their journey with me and
the prospect of developing their own careers. Not surprisingly we have built equally strong
bonds with your child, your families and each other as a newly formed team.
Of particular note Kayla and Rochelle have been embracing their new roles and have both
managed a steep learning curve with professionalism and grace. Kayla is the Adventures
Educational Leader and in summary has responsibility for the educational programs and
practices and mentoring staff in their various educational roles within the centre. Kayla’s
role also extends beyond the walls of Adventures to build collaborative relationships with
families and the local community. Rochelle, as the Nominated Supervisor, has been
learning more about the administration of the service including managing permanent and
casual bookings, interpreting statements and the various government benefits and rebates
as well as managing staffing and service compliance within the centre on a daily basis. Both
Kayla and Rochelle will also be spending time in the room with your children most weeks.
Providing this service to your children and being part of a professional team has
undoubtedly been worth the sleepless nights. The joy I feel coming to work each day is its
own reward. We are always looking at ways to improve our service and invite you to view
our Quality Improvement Plan available at the front desk. Suggestions for improvements
are always welcome and a formal parent survey will also be made available early next year
for you to add your input. Naturally, staff and management are always available to take
your suggestions as they come up.
On behalf of all the staff at Adventures Pennant Hills we wish you and your families a Merry
Christmas and a safe and joyful holiday until we reunite again on Monday 8 January 2018.

Nerrilee

A message from the Educational Leader
At Adventures we continually look for ways to strengthen our connection with the wider
community and expand learning opportunities for children beyond the walls of Adventures.
Over the last 8 years Adventures West Pennant Hills has enjoyed several quality community
relationships which has seen the children benefit from many experiences within their local
community. The children have engaged in literacy, art, science and music experiences with
local schools, nearby churches for concerts and promoting their upcoming events, and local
recreational reserves for sports days and maths and science exploration.
So far, the children at Adventures Pennant Hills have enjoyed walks through the Lillian
Fraser Gardens exploring the environment, engaging in music and movement and
participating in maths a science experiences. We were also fortunate enough to have a visit
from the local Dentist and the children have only yearned for more! This encourages us to
stay on top of providing the children with further opportunities to engage with the local
community.
With this in mind, I have opened lines of communication with our local primary schools
(Pennant Hills and St Agatha’s), Pennant Hills High School, Lutanda Manor (Retirement
Village), Pennant Hills Library, Smart Dental, NSW Health (STePS Vision screening) and
Thornleigh Bunnings, just to name a few. Over the next few months we plan to organise our
2018 community involvement incursions and excursions and are open to more ideas and
suggestions from our families.
Not only does involvement within the community broaden children’s understanding of their
world but also maximises their engagement and achievement in their learning. Over the
years, we have seen the benefits in taking children into the community and how it builds on
their prior understandings and supports the acquisition of further knowledge. We’ve seen
the difference it makes for the transition to school when the preschool children have
participated in various literacy or band visits and have grown familiar with the local school
environment. We aim to ensure that our Adventures Pennant Hills children experience the
same quality experiences.

Kayla

Diary Dates
28th November-Discoverers and Explorers Christmas Concert
27th-November-1st December – Navigator Lunch Box Week
(Only for children who are attending School in 2018)

5th December- Preschool Christmas Concert
7th December- STEPS Vision Eye Screening
22nd December- Last Day Adventures is operating in 2017
8th January- Adventures first day back in 2018

2018 Fee Structure
0-3yrs $127 a day
3-5yrs $107 a day
CCB and CCR are being replaced with one Child Care Subsidy (CCS). Keep an eye
out for information on the new CCS scheme due to commence in July 2018.

CHANGING YOUR DETAILS or
ADDING AN AUTHORISED CONTACT
Are you changing jobs, moving house, changing phone number/s (including home, work
and mobile) or email address/es?
Please make sure your details are up to date so we can contact you with important
information or when your child needs you.
Please make sure you email the centre with the new details.
Adding an authorised person for pick-ups and other authorisations? Please see Jess
and complete an Authorised Contact Form.

Discoverers

Investigators

Every night when dinner was done, Rollo
would cry, 'I don't want to go to bed!'
Just when Rollo's family think they've got
mealtimes sorted, Rollo announces he doesn't
want to go to bed ...
These childhood favourites invite the children
to go on various adventures with Spot the

From talented author-illustrator David (D.M.)
Cornish, comes the perfect bedtime story for
sleep-deprived parents.

Dog while learning key literacy concepts and
finding surprises on every page!

Navigators
Explorers

This guy will do anything for you not to open this book!

Never smile at a crocodile,
no, you can’t get friendly with a crocodile.
Don’t be taken in by his welcome grin,
he’s imagining how well you’d fit within his
skin!

Threats, bribes, reverse psychology - you name it!
A hilarious new book from radio extraordinaire and allround funny guy, Andy Lee.
Young readers will love doing everything they're asked
not to!

Katrina’s Favourite Recipes
Salmon & Asparagus Pasta
Ingredients
6 bunches of Asparagus (finely sliced)
6x 180g tins pink salmon boneless and
skinless
3x 600ml thickened cream
4x 180g tins of corn
2 Brown onions (finely chopped)
1.5kg wholemeal pasta
1tbsp crushed garlic
Lemon Juice
Dried Dill
Salt and Pepper

Method
1. Cook Pasta
2. Bring cream, salt and pepper, onion & garlic to a boil
3. Add asparagus, corn and drained salmon
4. Add lemon juice and dried dill
5. Stir through pasta when ready to serve

Congratulations & Welcome
Congratulations to:
Katie, Carl & Makenzie on the birth of
your beautiful baby boy Xavier.
Alanna, Joshua & Jackson on the birth
of your beautiful baby girl Indiana.
Sareh, Ali & Armin on the birth of your
beautiful baby girl Isla.

Welcome to Staff
• Kitty (Discoverers/Explorers)
• Elaine (Navigators 2018)

Please say ‘Hello’ when you
see them in the rooms and
help us to make them feel
welcome!

Study News!
Here is what some of our educators are currently working towards:
• Good luck to Jayde, Victoria, & Alyssa who are studting their
Diplomas of Early Childhood Care and Education.
• Tessa is contining to work hard towards her Bachelor of Teaching.
• Nikki is reaching the end of her Certificate III in Early Childhood
• Kayla & Rochelle are nearing the end of their Certificate IV in
Leadership and Management.

Congratulations
Rochelle & Chris
Saturday 7th October 2017 was a magical day for
a wonderful couple!

Mr & Mrs Koort

SAFE Book Series Training
On November 8th both West Pennant Hills and Pennant hills educators participated in a SAFE Book Series training inservice with an Office of the Children’s Guardian (OCG) representative. The series has been developed as a tool for
child-related workers who want to introduce the concept of personal safety in a non-confrontational way to children
under the age of six.
Each book is used as a way of teaching children about what is referred to as Protective Behaviours, that is,
behaviours that will help keep them safe from harm or abuse. It also helps children understand their emotions,
particularly when they feel sad, scared or upset. By using the SAFE series adults can help children develop the ability
to communicate when they feel safe or unsafe.
How Have We Been Using the SAFE Series Program:
Participation in excursions has seen the children applying their understandings of safe and
unsafe behaviours and spaces. Using the first book in the series ‘Sam the Safe Explorer’ the
children have explored strategies to help make them feel safe and the importance of staying
close to your safe network (i.e. mum or dad) when out in the community.

The Navigators and Investigators during small groups discussions have also encouraged the
children to develop an understanding of body awareness and parts of the body that are
private. Using this book the children have also explored the notion of creating a safe network
of 5 people who they feel comfortable to talk to if they ever feel unsafe or hurt. This book
also reinforces the right for children to say ‘No’ and that it’s okay to say ‘No’.

The preschool children have been engaged in various experiences that have encouraged
them to create a network of 5 people who they trust and are comfortable to talk to if they
ever feel unsafe. The third book in the series ‘Fiona Finds Five Heroes’ has helped the
children to think about 5 people they know and trust to talk to. The children have drawn,
spoken about and begun to identify their 5 heroes. Some have had Mum, Dad, Siblings, Police
Officers and Teachers.

The Navigators and Investigators have also explored various feelings using the SAFE Series
Program. The final book in the series ‘Eve Listens to Her Feelings’ looks at how bottling up
feelings can often make you feel worse. During small group discussions the children have
explored ways to express certain feelings appropriately and strategies to help them calm
down or feel better when they may be experiencing distress or anger.

If you have any questions regarding the implementation of the SAFE Series, please talk to Kayla.
For more information go to http://www.kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au/child-safe-organisations/safe-series OR
http://www.kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au/ArticleDocuments/784/SAFE_Parentinformation.pdf.aspx?Embed=Y
NB: The OCG ‘SAFE Series’ is NOT associated with the Safe Schools Program.

Discoverers and Explorers
‘Relationships and attachments are the foundations children need for the construction of identity and a
sense of belonging’ (EYLF, p.20).
What a wonderful start to our journey at Adventures Pennant Hills. These first and valuable months in the
Discoverers and Explorers rooms have been spent establishing relationships with the children, building an
understanding of their individuality, strengthening routines and mostly having fun!
It has been a rewarding experience observing the children over these few months familiarising themselves
with their new environment and quickly establishing connections with educators and peers. The children’s
sense of wellbeing has been supported through positivity and within their environment allowing them to
begin responding to a sense of belonging.
To successfully create a positive, nurturing learning environment and build attachments we ensure that we
spend time learning and responding appropriately to the children’s cues, use familiar routine times such as
nappy change and feeding to engage in meaningful and positive interactions and also acknowledge and
embrace the uniqueness that each child brings with them each day. As we have built an understanding of
each child we have been continuing to maintain relationships by responding to their needs, engaging in
their play by providing experiences we know they enjoy and being available to them at every moment.
As well as focussing on the children’s sense of belonging we have been motivated to build partnerships
with each family. Taking a socio-cultural approach to our practice we understand that parents and family
members are the first and most influential teachers in a child’s life. We are enthusiastic about learning
from each family, about their own cultural practices and incorporating this into our curriculum as well as
respecting each family’s uniqueness and engaging in open communication to ensure that our youngest
Adventurers reach their full potential.
Many of the learning experiences that the Discoverers and Explorers have participated in over the last few
months have stemmed mainly from their interests. We have tried to facilitate a sense of comfort and
confidence through using resources that are familiar to the children. Music and movement has been the
most beneficial and positive part of our program plan over the last 3 months. Each child has shown interest
in participating in music whether that be standing right up at the stereo or enjoying from a distance. The
Wiggles, Hi-5 and Justine Clarke songs have all been favourites with the children showing us how they can
move and groove to the different songs. We have drawn on our knowledge of music being a wonderful
tool for setting a mood. Over these past months music in many forms has been used to calm children
down, inject a sense of whimsy and ignite positive energy within the rooms. Music has been the most
influential asset to our program which has seen many of the children create social relationships and
interaction and quickly settle into their new environment.
It is widely known that infants and young children appreciate being read to and looking through books with
adults. Small group and one-on-one literacy moments have also been a main part of our program and used
to build relationships and settled children into their environments. Storytelling his hugely valuable to
language and cognitive development however, we have also seen the benefit that these frequent and
positive interactions have on shaping a child’s sense of belonging and supporting them as they learn to
interact and communicate with others. The Discoverers have spent many moments with Eileen, Victoria
and Kitty one-on-one developing a sense of self-worth and belonging through exploring images, words and
concepts through books. The Explorers have enjoyed the group times that Jayde, Caterina, Clementine and

Kayla have engaged them in, learning how to express themselves through dramatic play songs and how to
build social relationships with their peers as they sit together as a group.
As our year comes to a close, we would like to take this opportunity to thank our wonderful families for
your support, encouragement and patience as we settled the children, yourselves and ourselves into our
routines and environment. It has been a wonderfully positive experience and we are so proud of all the
children at how quickly they have settled in, built relationships and shown us their positive dispositions
towards learning and having fun!
We are all looking forward to ‘Discovering the Fun’ in 2018!
Wishing you a very Merry Christmas and a safe and Happy New Year!
Thank you for reading!
Kayla
Jayde, Clementine and Caterina
Eileen, Victoria and Kitty

Investigators
Welcome to all our families and their children, the end of the year has been a wonderful start since opening and
children are making smooth transitions into the Investigators routines. Building secure attachments with the children
and providing predictable routines have assisted with this transition and sense of belonging allowing them the
confidence to seek comfort or assistance when needed. It has been a pleasure getting to know you and your children
personally, learning about their home routines and their individual personalities. The Investigators have shown a
sound understanding of respectful relationships as they have explored and engaged in various experiences within
the room. The children’s engagement and enthusiasm in both planned and spontaneous experiences has shown
their positive dispositions towards enquiry and learning.
Literacy- For this term, children have been learning basic routines and language through various group times and
planned activities. Currently, the children are particularly enjoying sitting down for quiet stories before heading onto
their beds. We have been reading ‘I Don’t Want to Go to Bed’ which children have very much enjoyed, being able to
quote word for word. This has made the transition to bed easier. We have also been learning our group time rules,
the five rules when we sit on the mat. The children can tell Alyssa that we sit with our legs crossed, we turn our
listening ears on, zip our lips, look at the teacher and put our thinking caps on. This has also really helped with
children being able to transition and find comfort in a familiar routine. They have also loved reading stories such as
‘Pig the Pug,’ ‘Bucket of Kisses,’ and “Piranhas Don’t Eat Bananas’. The children’s enjoyment and learning from these
books has made a natural progression into their free play. We have also incorporated letters into their free play,
such as having the magnetic boards with letters, where children are able to spell out words and learn the letters, or
when we go through the days of the week and what letters they have or sound like.
Numeracy- This term our Investigators have been exploring ordering sequences, sorting and patterns. During shared
learning experiences, the children have used the whiteboard, blocks, paper and coloured shapes to create their own
patterns. The children have demonstrated a positive disposition to their learning and have been extending their
learnt skills into spontaneous play experiences. The Investigators have also been focussing on sorting items
according to size and colour as well as ordering items from small to large. The children have shown great enthusiasm
throughout these experiences as they continue to extend their knowledge of numeracy skills. We have also been
using flashcards in our group times and with play dough, encouraging the children to learn their numbers 1-5. During
group, we look at the flashcards and say aloud what number it is. Then at the playdough table, we encouraged the
children to create the number with their playdough. This was also a fantastic activity for developing fine motor skills,
strengthening the muscles in their hands and socially interacting.
STEM- Over the past few months, we have introduced STEM into the preschool program. STEM focusses on science,
technology engineering and mathematics. These experiences are mostly teacher led but also follows the children’s
interest and focusses on their creativity. For example, for Halloween we made green goop, and the children loved it
so much that we continued again with this activity, and got the children to mix the ingredients, using trial and error
to get the right consistency. The children have developed a love for science experiments and engineering as they
extend their mathematical learning to explore new and exciting areas of STEM. The Investigators have shown
enthusiasm as they have approached all challenges with confidence and are always eager to participate and
determined to complete a challenge, persisting even when their first attempt may not be successful. The water
beads were a highlight, having the children identify the colours of the beads and then watch as we added water, and
how they expanded! We then were able to use our hands and play with them! The children also loved being able to
make playdough, helping Alyssa to measure out the ingredients, then mixing together to see what we created.
Culturally the children have participated in various centre events such as our Halloween dress up week, where
children had the opportunity to use their imaginations and dress up in their favourite costumes. We also had our
Smart Dental visit which had the children engaged on the mat listening to Renee the dentist explain how important it
is to brush our teeth twice a day. The children have also had the pleasure of experiencing the Lillian Fraser Gardens
next door. The Investigators were able to put their yellow vests on, take their hats and find a partner to walk hand in
hand to the park. Once there, the children were able to explore their natural environment, engaging all five senses. It
was such a positive experience which had the children all excited and inspired, asking to go back again!

For our Munch and Move, the children have been enjoying a lot of music and movement. Most days, the children
will ask the teachers after our group time to listen to music and do dancing! This has been fantastic for the children
to further enhance their gross motor skills, strengthen their muscles, enhance their language skills and find a sense
of belonging in their growing friendships. The children have been able to request their favourite songs which we
then play, and children are off in their own worlds! It’s been lovely to see the children singing and dancing along,
doing their own thing and finding friends to dance with. This has been a great experience for children to find new
friends and use their language skills to speak with each other. We have also been enjoying our calm come down,
with children sitting and lying on the mats whilst we focussed on deep breathing, stretching and calming down. This
is a great way to teach children patience and have a general relaxation effect.
Overall, it has been a fantastic term, filled with laughter and getting
to know your children. It has been wonderful to see all the children
settling in with ease, finding new friends to play with and further
enhancing their sense of identity here at Adventures. We hope you
have a fantastic holiday break.

Wishing you all a very Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year!
Alyssa, Nikki and Mady!

Navigators
The past 2 months of 2017 have been filled with exploration, transition and adapting to new environments with the
opening of Adventures, Pennant Hills. The children have settled well into the Navigator environment and are
continuously building their relationships with educators and interacting with different groups of children. We have
found that building secure attachments with the children and implementing predictable routines, the children have
developed their sense of belonging and their ability to communicate their ideas, concerns and needs for comfort and
assistance.
STEM
Over the past month we have introduced STEM into the Navigator program which focuses on science, technology,
engineering and mathematics. The children have taken particular interest in the utensils and materials provided on
the shelf, regularly exploring and investigating their use. These challenges are planned, teacher led experiences that
focus on the children’s creativity and their ability to engage in trial and error processes as well as problem solving.
One experience the children enjoyed was a shape filling exercise where the children were instructed to fill each
shape with small Lego pieces, manipulating them to trace and fill the entirety of the shape.
The children have also shown their ability to adapt to new tasks and make new discoveries often asking when they
can use the STEM materials. It has been wonderful to see the children become enthusiastic learners and their
determination to complete a challenge regardless of the outcome is encouraging. The challenge cards are
fascinating, which have drawn the children to the various experiences and although they are wrapped up in
concentration, you can see the excitement and captivation on the children’s faces. Some other STEM challenges
have included:
•
•
•

Can you make a floating boat using foil, straws and paddle pop sticks
Can you use construct a road to get the car across without touching the carpet
Playdough creations

Pre-Literacy
Every child learns at their own pace and we are continuously amazed at how well the children have positively
responded to the Pre-Literacy program over the past 2 months. The children have really enjoyed listening to a
variety of shared reading stories and have individually demonstrated an ability to construct meaning from the texts.
We have covered a range of concepts in a short period of time, discussing the difference between illustrators and
authors, the make-up of a book (spine, front and back cover, blurb) and building their vocabulary by discovering the
different concepts of prints.
Our pre-literacy program focuses on phonetic sounds, the correct shape of a letter and developing our knowledge of
words beginning with each sound. It provides strong cues, so children learn and retain spoken words in sentences,
syllables, blending words and alliteration. The children are gaining confidence, showing interest and excitement
during these experiences by displaying their confidence through singing songs about the alphabet.
Munch and Move
We have recently introduced the Munch and Move initiative into our weekly Navigator program. Munch and Move is
NSW Health initiative that supports the healthy development of children birth to 5 years by promoting physical
activity, healthy eating and reduced small screen time.
We have recently been spending our mornings participating in Munch and Move experiences, encouraging the
children to have a go, complete a task no matter the outcome. Gross motor skills are important to enable children to
perform everyday functions, such as walking, running, skipping as well as playground skills like climbing and sporting
skills like catching, throwing and hitting a ball. One big success with Munch and Move that the Navigators have
thoroughly enjoyed is balancing along coloured blocks, focusing on finding their centre of gravity. The children have
spent a lot of their outdoor time developing and increasing their balancing abilities by working together in small
groups to pull the blocks apart and recreating the balancing beam shape.

Excursion to Lilian Fraser Gardens
Recently the Navigators and Investigators have explored our natural surrounding environment, exploring the
gardens next to our centre. The children had a blast investigating their natural environment and followed the safety
rules well before and during the excursion. The children wore high visibility vests and walked with a buddy to and
from the gardens. During their time at the gardens the children were all very eager to explore all parts of the garden
and spent time collecting materials such as sticks, twigs, leaves and flowers. The natural items collected have been
used in the production of our craft and numeracy experiences.
During our time at Lilian Fraser Gardens the children demonstrated their excitement and inquistive natures as they
explored the garden where they found lots of interesting things that they wanted to share with their friends and
educators. During our walk the children discovered a bee hive, a spider, a bug, some small trees and a stump with
holes in it. The children were very interested in what might live inside the tree stump but all agreed that it wouldn’t
be a good idea to put their hand in there just in case there was a snake, spider, cockroach, a big bull ant, flys or a bee
inside. They also discovered a nice quiet space in the gardens where there was a stone table and bench chairs. Our
trip to Lilian Fraser Garden was such a success that over the coming weeks we will be taking more groups of children
over to explore and enjoy this amazing natural play space.
Finger Gym
Fine motor abilities form the basis for many of the skills that children will develop and enhance as they move
through childhood. Another area the Navigators have been exploring a lot recently is the fine motor and finger gym
area in our indoor space. This area of the classroom provides children with small beads, blocks, puzzles and
threading exercises, focusing on developing their fine motor skills. You can also see the Navigators developing their
fine motor development through the participation of art and craft, accompanying songs with actions and using their
imagination and creativity at the drawing table. One of the children’s favourite activities to participate in at the
moment is threading – working both hand and finger muscles to hold, manipulate and thread small and large beads
onto a piece of string.
Other fine motor activities the Navigators are loving at the moment are:
•
•
•

Plugging flowers
Drawing
Paperchain Christmas Trees

Smart Dental Incursion
A big highlight for our Navigators was a visit from Renee who is a dentist with Smart Dental. Renee spoke to the
children about the importance of good oral hygiene in a fun and interactive way engaging the children in a hands-on
experience where the children got to brush a model of some teeth. The children demonstrated their enthusiasm as
they keenly explained that they always brush their teeth with some of them even sharing with the group that they
have been to see the dentist before.
The children spent some time with Renee discussing healthy foods and sometimes food to ensure our teeth stay nice
and white. Together with Renee the children participated in an interactive game where one by one they chose if a
particular item of food belonged in the healthy column or the sometimes column. This was a lot of fun and the
children have lots of ideas to share with their peers and with Renee. As a special gift, the children received a new
toothbrush and a small tube of toothpaste to remind them to brush their teeth twice a day!
Thank you again for a wonderful start and end to our year at Adventures Pennant Hills! Wishing you all a very Merry
Christmas and Safe and Happy New Year!

Thankyou for reading! 😊
Tessa, Mandy & Vanessa

Community and Cultural Events
The Hills rallies behind Jersey Day
THE Hills got into the spirit of Jersey Day to help raise awareness around organ donation.
Jersey Day was founded by the Gremmo family of Glenhaven to encourage families to talk about donating their organs and
discuss with relatives their wishes once they have passed away.
The Gremmo’s lost their son and brother Nathan when he was killed in an accident in 2015 aged 13.
Before his death, Nathan had spoken passionately about organ donation, and his family donated his organs and helped save
the lives of six people.
Businesses and schools got behind the cause, including childcare centre Adventures Preschool in West Pennant Hills.
Jersey Day is significant to Adventures as the father of one of the children has saved lives through organ donation.
Peter Beaumont, who died after being hit by a minibus in 2016, saved five lives after his donating organs.
The centre’s children wore the jerseys of their favourite NRL, AFL, rugby union and basketball teams.
Parramatta Eels greats Nathan Cayless and Luke Burt joined in the fun too, participating in a variety of games with children.
Cayless, whose children go to Adventures Preschool and is friends with the Gremmo family, said it was great to see people of
all ages embrace Jersey Day.
“It is a great opportunity to raise awareness about the importance of organ donation,” he said.
“Nathan [Gremmo] donated a lot of his organs and that helped save lives.
“It is great to see the kids here having fun and wearing their jerseys.”
Adventures owner Nerrilee Lysaght said the children had a great time with Cayless and Burt.
She thanked staff members Myri Vyronos and Jessica Williams for organising the Jersey Day activities.
“Today is more about celebrating Stephanie’s dad’s life without going into too much detail,” Ms Lysaght said.
“But it is good to get families talking about donating organs in the event of an accident.”
For more information about organ donation, visit donatelife.org.au.

